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Net Zero:
The Critical Role of SMEs
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Introduction

The world has seen some stark evidence of the 
warming climate during 2019 – from another set of 
record temperatures, reducing polar ice cover, record 
rainfall and tragic fires in the Amazon and across 
Australia. Extreme weather events have severe impacts 
on business, society and ecosystems and pose an 
increasing threat as our climate continues to warm.

The number of extreme events which cause loss in 
any given year is affected by both changing human 
factors, such as growing population and increasing 
infrastructure, as well as natural variability of the 
climate. In addition, there is evidence that the frequency 
of some types of extremes have changed – particularly 
warm temperature extremes and heavy rainfall events.  
The chart on the left illustrates this trend.

The General Election of 2019 was not quite ‘the climate 
election’, as some had billed it, but it was the election 
where a seismic shift occurred in the ambitions of the 
main political parties in addressing climate change. 

Reaching net-zero emissions UK-wide was clearly 
incorporated in manifesto pledges and the Government 
must now turn its attention to making it happen.

2020 must be the year of policy action as on the 
9th November 2020 the UK will host the next IPCC 
Conference of Parties (COP26) in Glasgow. This 
therefore is the date by which the UK must put its 
house in order - not simply setting a Net Zero target 
but publishing credible plans to meet it. COP26 is a 
tremendous opportunity for the UK to demonstrate 
leadership but can only do so from a position of genuine 
policy commitment.

It falls to Government to set out effective policy 
measures for the UK – impacting on virtually every 
sector and household in the coming years. However, 
given the vastly accelerated pace of change that is now 
required if we are to meet the 1.5oC target, there is a 
clear call for organisations to take the lead.
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The SME Sector

What prevents SMEs from saving energy?

Current UK Legal and Policy Framework

In his Spring Statement in March 2019, the Chancellor 
set out plans for new Business Energy Efficiency Scheme 
focused on Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs). The 
usual definition of an SME is any business with fewer 
than 250 employees - and there are some 5.9 million 
SMEs in the UK, representing over 99% of all businesses.  

In its call for evidence, the Government stated that 
improving energy efficiency is one of the most cost-
effective mechanisms for businesses to reduce their 
energy use and associated bills while also reducing 
their carbon emissions. While high energy bills can be 
a burden on smaller businesses, a lack of information 
about how much energy any measures might save, and 
the upfront capital costs of installing energy efficiency 
measures can deter investment.  

The document goes on to identify the various market 
failures and barriers to energy efficiency; 

• SMEs lack the time and resource to explore energy 
efficiency options;

• They lack information about where and how energy is 
used in their businesses;

• They do not have the internal capacity to develop and 
implement energy efficiency projects;

• Access to finance is constrained by poorly developed 
business cases which restricts the lending terms of 
financial products due to perceived risks.

The UK SME sector accounts for over 50% of business 
energy use and therefore cannot be ignored in the drive 
towards UK Net Zero. There is considerable abatement 
potential available in this sector but there are significant 
and persistent barriers preventing action. Most SMEs 
do not have the time to engage with this issue, instead 
they are concentrating on delivering their day-to-day 
business. This means that energy efficiency rarely 
becomes sufficiently high priority.

Providing skilled and knowledgeable supporting 
infrastructure is therefore critically important in 
unlocking this potential. Many consultancy firms are 
gearing up to offer this to the wider business community.

Policy on energy is subject to regular change - a position 
likely to remain the norm as we head towards a Zero-
carbon future.

The Climate Change Act 
The Climate Change Act 2008 (the Act) is the basis for 
the UK’s approach to tackling and responding to climate 
change. It requires that emissions of carbon dioxide 
and other greenhouse gases are reduced and that 
climate change risks are prepared for. It also establishes 
the framework to deliver on these requirements and 
supports the UK’s commitment to urgent international 
action to tackle climate change.

How the Climate Change Act Works 
Through the Act, the UK government has set a target 
to significantly reduce UK greenhouse gas emissions 
by 2050 and the pathway to achieve this. The Act also 
established the Committee on Climate Change (CCC) to 
ensure that emissions targets are evidence-based and 
independently assessed.

The Government is required to assess the risks and 
opportunities from climate change for the UK, and to 
prepare for them. The CCC’s Adaptation Sub-Committee 
advises on these climate change risks and assesses 
progress towards tackling them.

The 2050 target 
The Act commits the UK government by law to reducing 
greenhouse gas emissions by at least 100% of 1990 
levels (net zero) by 2050. This includes reducing 
emissions from the devolved administrations (Scotland, 
Wales and Northern Ireland), which currently account for 
about 20% of the UK’s emissions.

The 100% target was based on advice from the CCC’s 
2019 report, ‘Net Zero – The UK’s contribution to 
stopping global warming’.

The path to 2050: ‘Carbon budgets’ 
The Act requires the government to set legally-binding 
‘carbon budgets’ as stepping-stones towards the 2050 
target. A carbon budget is a cap on the amount of 
greenhouse gases emitted in the UK over a five-year 
period. Budgets must be set at least 12 years in advance 
to allow policy-makers, businesses and individuals 
enough time to prepare.

The CCC advises on the appropriate level of each carbon 
budget. The budgets are designed to reflect a cost-
effective way of achieving the UK’s long-term climate 
change objectives.

The first five carbon budgets have been put into 
legislation and cover the period up to 2032.  

Once a carbon budget has been set, the Act places an 
obligation on the Government to prepare policies to 
ensure the budget is met. The first two of these carbon 
budgets have been met, however it is unlikely that 
subsequent budgets will be achieved without wide-
ranging new initiatives.

Economic

• Potential savings are not great enough

• Limited access to capital

• Overestimating cost-savings by ignoring 
overhead/management costs

• Higher perceived technical/financial risk than 
other competing investments

Competencies

• Bounded rationality: individuals fail to make 
rational choices (time/attention)

• Lack of information

• Lack of skills

Organisational

• Uncertainty about permission and responsibility

• Complex decision chains

• Divergent interests

Behavioural

• Inertia

• Lack of interest

• Biases status quo, loss aversion

The Climate Change Act 2008 is the basis for the UK’s approach to 
tackling and responding to climate change. It requires that emissions 
of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases are reduced and that 
climate change risks are prepared for. 
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The Committee on Climate Change (CCC)

The CCC was set up to ensure emissions targets 
are based on expert independent assessment of the 
evidence and to monitor the UK’s progress towards 
meeting the targets. 

The Committee is obliged to:

• Advise the government on the appropriate level for 
emissions targets and how these can be met;

• Report to Parliament on progress made in reducing 
greenhouse gas emissions and the further progress 
needed to meet future targets;

• Publish its advice and reasons for that advice; and

• Under the Infrastructure Act 2015, the CCC has an 
additional duty to advise the UK government on 
the implications of exploiting onshore petroleum, 
including shale gas, for meeting UK carbon budgets. 
The CCC provided its first advice on onshore 
petroleum in 2016. The Government and national 
authorities may also request specific advice from the 
Committee on an ad-hoc basis.

The CCC is a useful focal point in the interaction 
between business and the government. It acts as a 
repository where business can find information about 
the UK’s carbon budgets and our progress towards 
achieving these. Several measures have been  
developed including:

• Emissions in an average unit of electricity –  
and how low this could go if we used our existing 
power infrastructure differently;

• Size of onshore and offshore wind farms at various 
stages of the project cycle;

• Emissions from new cars and the rate of development 
in electric vehicles market;

• The number of lofts and walls being insulated and 
boilers upgraded, including moves to low-carbon heat 
such as ultra-efficient heat pumps; and

• Progress of government policies such as grants for 
electric vehicles and Electricity Market Reform.

Current Environmental Costs to Business

Electricity and Gas supplies are subject to existing policy 
measures and charges designed to reduce consumption.  
For most business customers the proportion of the 
electricity cost for environmental charges now exceed 
35% of the overall electricity bill. This breakdown is 
reported by Ofgem below:

The Environmental Levies shown in green can be further 
broken down to show the relative cost of the main 
schemes that have been used by Government over the 
years to stimulate investment in renewable generation.

Breakdown of an electricity bill

Wholesale costs

Network costs

Operating costs

Environmental & social obligation costs

VAT

Other direct costs

Supplier pre-tax margin

Source: Companies’ consolidated segmental statements
Information correct as of: August 2019
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Current Environmental Costs to Business

Renewable Obligation 
(C. 18-20% of delivered cost) – policy to encourage renewable energy generation 
capacity. The obligation is on suppliers to source a proportion of all their sales 
from renewable sources. The proportion increases over time thereby stimulating 
generation, failure to meet the target results in “buy-out” penalties. Some energy 
intensive customers can negotiate exemption or relief from these charges.

Contracts for Differences 
(C. 5-6% of delivered cost) – a scheme to subsidise large-scale low carbon schemes 
such as Hinkley Point C and Drax conversion to biomass. The scheme guarantees a 
sell price for future electricity generation irrespective of the wholesale market price 
thereby giving investors confidence to invest. The cost is generated through a levy 
on all suppliers.

Climate Change Levy  
(C. 7% of delivered cost) – the longest-standing 
of the taxes and arguably the least relevant to the 
environmental agenda. Its purpose was to encourage 
businesses to be more energy efficient by increasing the 
cost of delivered energy. It is highly debatable that this 
affect was achieved.

It is levied only on non-domestic customers and is 
inflation linked. Exemptions exist for charities, low-
consumption customers and certain energy intensive 
industries that have negotiated an exemption via Climate 
Change Agreements.

Feed in Tariffs  
(C. 5% of delivered cost) - this is the cost of a stimulus 
programme for small scale renewable/low carbon 
generation such as Solar PV. The tariff guaranteed a price 
for all energy generated (even if not exported).  
The scheme closed for new projects in April 2019 but the 
costs of paying for the operational projects will continue 
for up to twenty years. Future Charges – Electricity View 

It is likely that the structure of future environmental 
levies will change, with much debate about simplifying 
the Renewable Obligation charge mechanism. With the 
backdrop of Net Zero it is safe to assume that the cost of 
levies will not reduce. Current forecasts show only minor 
tax increases, however with the Zero Carbon agenda to 
the fore it would be wise for consumers to prepare for the 
possibility of significantly higher charges in the future.

GENERATORS SUPPLIERS

TRADERS/BROKERS

1. Output figures

2. Issues ROCs 
for output

3. Sell ROCs

3. Sell ROCs 3. Sell ROCs

4. Present 
ROCs and/or 

buy-out to fulfil 
Obligation

Source: UK Government White Paper, July 2011, licensed under the Open Gobvernment Licence v1.0
Source of strike price examples: https://lowcarboncontracts.uk/cfds

Source of real-world market prince: Cornwall Energy publication, 19 October 2015

The Contracts for Difference (CFD) SchemeSupports to Zero-Carbon Electricity: 2007/08 - 2019/20
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Current Environmental Costs to Business Changes to Electricity Networks

Gas Consumption 
The environmental costs for the consumption of natural 
gas are both lower and far simpler than in electricity, 
though the anticipated rate of change is greater.

There is currently only one environment levy – the 
Climate Change levy. But this has seen a major overhaul 
in April 2019 as the cost of the Carbon Reduction 
Commitment (CRC) was included in the mechanism.

Currently CCL makes up around 16% of the delivered 
cost of gas.

Future Charges – Gas View 
Unlike electricity, CCL charges as a proportion of gas 
cost is set to increase above inflation. This reflects the 
intention to focus on the carbon emission content of the 
fuel burned. 

The move towards green gas innovation is likely to 
accelerate. Currently there are gas injection projects 
which introduce both biogas and hydrogen to the  
gas grid. Green gas is produced by biomethane plants 
using commercial, domestic or agricultural waste 
streams as a substrate.

A fundamental shift taking place in the UK energy 
network which is moving away from a traditional 
centralised system of energy generation, transmission 
and distribution to a de-centralised one with multiple 
smaller scale generation sets connecting to the 
electricity network at different levels in the system 
(embedded generation).

In addition, the network now incorporates a much higher 
level of renewable generation than when the system was 
originally designed. Renewables like Wind and Solar PV 
produce what is called intermittent energy which cannot 
be controlled in the same way as thermal power plant.

Networks now and Future 
This puts an increasing burden on the distribution 
networks to manage the balancing of load and is driving 
distribution businesses to move away from simple 
network operation to becoming systems operators.

Transmission charges are also shifting away from the 
current Triad approach with a move towards fixed rate 
charges. (Triads are charges based on a customer’s 
demand at the three periods of highest system demand 
each year.) This could result in a significant re-balancing 
which could have an adverse effect on some customers.

 
The key regulations which drive these changes are the 
Targeted Charging Review Significant Code Review (TCR 
SCR) which will take a long-term view of network costs. 
The Network Access and Forward Looking Charges 
Significant Code Review will investigate reform of 
access to the network for local generation sets.

Currently network costs are forecast to increase by 
around 2% during 2020.

Breakdown of a gas bill

Yesterday: Centralised Power Tomorrow: Clean, Local Power

Wholesale costs

Network costs

Operating costs

Environmental & social obligation costs

VAT

Other direct costs

Supplier pre-tax margin

TRANSMISSION NETWORK

STORAGE

STORAGE STORAGE

STORAGE

DISTRIBUTION NETWORK

Houses HousesFactories Factories

Wind 
Power Plant

Commercial Commercial

Solar PV 
Power Plant

Source: Companies’ consolidated segmental statements
Information correct as of: August 2019

The environmental costs for the consumption of natural gas are both 
lower and far simpler than in electricity, though the anticipated rate of 
change is greater.
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Climate Change Threats and Opportunities

Whether businesses believe in climate change or not, 
the costs of weather-related events have increased 
significantly in recent times. These costs will filter 
through into all aspects of our daily life. Recent work 
conducted by the London Assembly demonstrates 
that only a minority of FTSE listed organisation have a 
climate adaptation business strategy, and more that 60% 
of SMEs don’t have a plan for severe weather events.

Severe weather events affect can affect energy supply 
systems with increasing levels of supply interruption and 
blackouts as well as driving demand for energy (colder 
winters and hotter summers will both increase demand).

The most obvious threat facing SMEs operating in the 
UK is the likely increase in import energy costs. This 
could be highly material for energy intensive businesses 
such as manufacturing, leisure and hospitality, however 
any business with import energy requirements must take 
steps to minimise consumption to remain competitive.

Sector specific threats can be seen at a macro level.  
For example, the automotive industry is going through a 
quantum shift towards electric vehicle (EV) production.  
No major manufacturer is spending significant amounts 
of R&D capital on Internal Combustion Engine (ICE) 
vehicles.  

Almost the entire development effort is now focused on 
the EV. This will have a significant knock on impact in the 
supply chain and the huge supporting network of garage 
services. The UK industry’s trade body – the Society of 
Motor Manufacturers and Traders (SMMT) published 
its most recent registrations data in January 2020 by 
saying:

• UK new car registrations fell by 2.4% in 2019 to 2.3 
million units, as multiple factors undermine market.

• Registrations of battery electric cars surge to record 
levels, up +144.0%, with a further 23 new models set 
to hit showrooms in 2020.

• CO2 increases for third consecutive year as the 
industry faces tough new targets.

• Industry calls for measures to increase uptake of 
latest, low emission vehicles – a vital step in tackling 
environmental concerns.

There are other sectors which will come under 
increasing pressure as international agencies seek to 
clean up environmental performance – including primary 
industries in the oil and gas sectors, as well as aviation 
and international shipping.

Investor Sentiment

Recent comment from major investors should act as a 
red flag for these traditional sectors, with the publication 
of a January 2020 letter to CEOs from the Chairman of 
Blackrock which is the world’s largest asset manager 
with around $6.96 trillion under management;

“The questions (around Climate Change) are driving a 
profound reassessment of risk and asset values. And 
because capital markets pull future risk forward, we will 
see changes in capital allocation more quickly than we 
see changes to the climate itself. In the near future – and 
sooner than most anticipate – there will be a significant 
reallocation of capital.”

This complements views expressed by Mark Carney, the 
former Governor of the Bank of England. When speaking 
to the BBC’s Today programme he re-iterated his warning 
that unless firms woke up to what he called the climate 
crisis, many of their assets would become worthless. 

“A question for every company, every financial institution, 
every asset manager, pension fund or insurer must be: 
what’s your plan?”

Risks of Climate Change for London’s Economy

Carbon risk and a rational approach to fossil fuel divestment

Investment

Fossil fuel investments face a carbon bubble if 
global emissions are capped.

Over £400bn UK assets are in countries vulnerable to 
climate change.

Supply Chain

Critical overseas supply chains are vulnerable to the 
effects of climate change, leading to shortages and 
prices rises e.g. of tech components/food supply.

Lack of Adaptation

54% of FTSE 100 have no climate adaptation 
business strategy.

60% of SMEs have no plan for severe weather.

Insurance

Sector will struggle to provide commercial cover in 
the face of climate change.

A 4% rise in global average temperature will lead to a 
14% rise in annual insured losses.

“A question for every company, every financial institution, every asset 
manager, pension fund or insurer must be: what’s your plan?”

28%

13%

43%

16%

The risk of stranded assets
Burning all carbon reserves valued on company balance 
sheets would lead to global temperature rises that would 
make the planet uninhabitable.

Investment risk: climate change AND regulation
It’s not just about our changing weather patterns. 
Governments will most likely intervene to limit CO2 
emissions e.g. through taxes.

Rational divestment and reallocation
Partial divestment and reallocation to renewables  
and energy efficiency allows investors to maintain  
energy exposure.

Impact of a carbon tax
Taxes on fossil fuels will make extraction of many fossil 
fuels uneconomic, rendering them stranded and of no 
financial value.

Only 28% of investors are 
aware that climate change 
is an investment risk.

This will impact 43% of 
investors who hold fossil 
fuel focused assets.

To date only 16% of 
investors have followed 
this strategy.

Only 13% of investors 
have considered this and 
are not holding fossil fuel 
investments.
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Opportunities for SME Business

Opportunities for Business 
Those businesses that decide to invest time and effort 
to respond quickly to the current climate Zeitgeist will 
be able to benefit in numerous ways. It is generally true 
that reducing resource consumption goes hand in hand 
with reducing cost. There is a growing evidence base 
that demonstrates that well-designed systems and 
products can provide strong commercial returns as well 
as reducing carbon emissions. Among the many benefits 
often cited by organisation that have implemented 
carbon management programmes are:

• Increased productivity 

• Enhanced ability to win new contracts,  
especially with the public sector 

• Customer retention

• Attracting and retaining the right quality of staff 

• A more comfortable working environment and lower 
staff sickness rates 

• Reduced energy bills 

• Increased competitiveness 

• Improved green credentials and brand impact

• Reduced exposure to future energy price rises 

• Wider benefits to society from reduced carbon 
emissions and better air quality

There is evidence to demonstrate that taking steps to 
invest in energy efficiency measures will pay back within 
a relatively short timeframe for most businesses – 2 to 7 
years typically, depending on the application.  

The Government’s Clean Growth Strategy suggests that 
measures to improve energy efficiency within the small 
business sector could bring around £2.7bn cost savings 
to SMEs, leading to a potential 30% reduction in SME 
energy bills in 2030.

Unlocking Potential 
Experience shows that when it comes to delivering 
energy savings there are a number of core technologies 
that play a key role. These include:

• LED lighting

• Variable speed (inverter) drives

• Solar PV and Solar Thermal arrays

• Biomass (heating and CHP)

• Gas-fired CHP

• Heat pumps

• Upgrading process cooling plant

• Upgrading compressed air plant

• Upgrading controls such as BMS and retrofitting 
digital control technologies

• Improving the thermal performance of the  
building fabric

Behavioural change also plays an important role, 
and organisations have reported significant carbon 
reductions from zero or low-cost behavioural  
change programmes.

Government is rightly cautious of placing too many new 
burdens on the SME sector, however in the face of the 
urgent need to decarbonise, it is likely that legislation will 
change rapidly, and SMEs will need to seek expert advice 
to guide them around the potential pitfalls and to seek 
out the opportunities.

Conclusions

Business and our wider society are at a crossroads.  
Thousands of authoritative science-based reports point 
to the risk and cost of ignoring signals from the climate.  
Evidence supports the argument that Global Warming 
is the result of anthropogenic activity – in other words, 
human activity is accelerating climate change.

Governments around the world seek to co-operate on 
measures to combat climate change, and many are now 
referring to this as a “Climate Emergency”. There is a 
growing disquiet within civil society that governments, 
although well-intentioned, are not preparing themselves 
to legislate for the huge shifts in behaviour and huge 
investment in infrastructure that the challenges demand.  
The Global South does not have the capacity or the 
finance required to improve its emissions performance 
and at the same time take forward broader Sustainable 
Development Goals.

COP 25 in Madrid failed to reach agreement on a new 
system of carbon trading and saw much bickering 
between the parties. Too few major economies have 
signaled that they are ready to shift the needle on 
climate change through more ambitious plans. A major 
shift in honesty and cooperation will be required before 
COP26 in Glasgow in November 2020 if they are to take 
the agenda forward in a meaningful way.

But what of business? 
Progressive businesses can choose to take forward a 
programme of action to ensure that their own activities 
contribute to the solution, and do not remain part of the 
problem. With intelligent review and business planning 
it is possible to significantly reduce carbon footprints 
within strict investment criteria.

We are left with an estimated ten-year period after which 
the possibility of avoiding dangerous levels of global 
warming will be gone. The atmosphere already has 
significant global warming potential built up based on 
activity to date – some argue up to 2oC - in the face of a 
target of 1.5oC.

So rather than wait for Governments to try to agree 
international accords – UK businesses have an 
obligation to get on with the job. The UK SME sector has 
huge collective influence on achieving net zero targets, 
and individual businesses have a responsibility to  
take action.

Perhaps the ubiquitous business mantra of “JFDI” has 
never before carried a more profound meaning.

DISCOVER ACTION PLAN MEASURE & REVIEW

Establish the business’ carbon 
footprint and understand how  

to deal with growth.

Agree scope, key targets, 
implementation timeframe  

and investment business case.

Agree measurement protocols 
and feeback lessons learned  

to continuously improve.
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